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WHAT IS YOUR TOP EQUITY PICK 

AT THE MOMENT AND WHY? 

 

ALEŠ VÁVRA – PORTFOLIO MANAGER, LONG/SHORT EQUITY 

HEDGE FUND, METATRON CAPITAL 

GSX Techedu (Bloomberg ticker: GSX US) is my biggest short “shot” at the 

moment. It is not a valuation short, a couple of which I have now, but a fraud 

short. Chinese company doing business only in mainland China has a market 

capitalization over 21 billion USD. There is almost nothing real in this company. 

There is no real cash (private placement of funding already announced, but still 

not finished after more than two months), the number of teachers/lessons is much 

lower than the company presented. Even though this „online“ education company 

has already presented the latest numbers a few days ago, they were unaudited. I 

am surprised there are still so many institutional holders nevertheless. Borrowing 

costs are rising (from zero up to 3% p.a.), number of shorts as well (short interest 

32% of float; source: S3). I don’t know when exactly it will blow up, but I think it 

will be a huge drop. I expect this to happen during the first half of this year 

therefore the average duration of my derivatives is not longer than that. I am outright short as well. Final 

words: This is a very risky trade, which could bring a quick profit. Be careful. 

PAVEL MUCHNA – J&T FINANCE GROUP 

My top equity/value pick is a local energy utility CEZ (Bloomberg ticker: CEZ CP). The 

company is currently traded with a roughly 40% discount despite favorable 

energy/carbon (eu ets) price outlook. The main reason behind such a discount is a 

long-lasting discussion about a new nuclear power plant at Dukovany. This disturbance 
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will soon disappear as it becomes evident that a new nuclear power plant will either be built solely by the 

government of the Czech Republic or will never be built, surely not CEZ as the investor due to company 

shareholder structure. On the positive/bullish side – the utility benefits from an unrivaled position in the Czech 

electricity market and will further benefit from an increasing eu ets prices hence increasing wholesale 

electricity prices for the region as price of carbon will start to play a pivotal role in industry transformation 

within EU. All this have a direct impact on strong EBITDA growth followed by growing free cash flow and 

dividend payout. 

PETR BÁRTEK – HEAD OF EQUITY RESEARCH, ČESKÁ SPOŘITELNA  

I see clear value in shares of CEZ (Bloomberg ticker: CEZ CP). The stock provides an 

opportunity to step into an emerging growth story, which is largely overlooked by 

the market. CEZ is mainly a bet on electricity prices, which are in turn a bet on the 

electrification of the EU economy, prices of natural gas and carbon. We estimate 

that electrification of heating, cooling and cars will add about 1.4% to annual 

demand growth in the EU from 2025. New 2030 EU targets for carbon emissions 

then result in widening allowances deficit and their sustainably high prices. Natural 

gas also has more upside than downside, thanks to fast consumption growth in Asia. 

CEZ is also bet on renewables via accelerating investments in its distribution network 

and starting RES subsidies in its home market. The company is overlooked mainly due to its coal business, 

which will account for less than 10% of EBITDA already this year. Second, the new nuclear unit: It cannot be 

realized without financing from the government. CEZ should end up as a contractor and operator of a state-

owned unit eventually. So why should one accept super-expensive exposures to the EU electricity market like 

Verbund or EDP? 

BOHUMIL TRAMPOTA – EQUITY ANALYST, KOMERČNÍ BANKA 

This year I would bet on CEZ (Bloomberg ticker: CEZ CP), which provides integrated 

energy services. There are several reasons. The growth in the price of electricity sold 

is clearly positive, and this, of course, supports the company's numbers. When 

talking about CEZ, it is necessary to mention the dividend. I expect the standard 

dividend (gross yield) this year from 2020 profit to be about 8%. However, the assets 

sold in Bulgaria and especially Romania could mean an additional dividend beyond 

the standard dividend policy. They probably won't pay everything, but we assume 

they will share at least part of it with their shareholders. The yield can then easily 

exceed 10%. And last but not least, CEZ is turning green. It has a clear plan for 

phasing out coal-fired power plants. This, of course, will affect / improve the ESG rating, which is becoming a 

decision-making criterion for many investors. Finally, I would like to remind you that today (Tuesday, 16 March 

2021) CEZ announced its 4Q20 / FY2020 results, which should confirm our expectations. 

JAN ZÁHUMENSKÝ – INVESTMENT ANALYST, 

SIRIUS INVESTIČNÍ  SPOLEČNOST  
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People familiar with Sirius’s line of business will understand – while the 

rest will hopefully excuse us for saying – that we are very sceptical 

about high conviction stock selection capabilities (not only of ours). I 

will therefore refrain from selling you a great growth story. However, 

from discussions with our hedge fund managers I can tell that many 

now see the story in growth-to-value rotation, something we’ve 

witnessed materializing from beginning of February of this year. From 

a standpoint of Czech investor (who I believe are the main readers of 

this article) utility stock such CEZ (Bloomberg ticker: CEZ CP) could make sense. Not only it is a value stock 

which by nature is less sensitive to sell-offs than are, for instance, (currently) richly valued technology stocks, 

but it is also Czech koruna-denominated stock which is something to bear in mind if one expects, like we do, to 

see EURCZK exchange rate headed towards 25-25.5 range this year, or, at the latest, in the next one. 

RICHARD POKORNÝ – HEAD OF CAPITAL MARKETS, MIDDLECAP 

We believe shares of Nintendo company (Bloomberg ticker: 7974 JP) represent a 

compelling opportunity today. The market is currently mispricing Nintendo transition to 

recurring revenue business model and significant opportunity to monetize highly valuable 

IP (mobile games, theme parks, Pokemon IP, recent entry to China market and 

cooperation with Tencent). Company is consistently increasing its share of digital revenues 

with higher gross margins, thereby dramatically increasing operating profits. Nintendo 

generates significant free cash flows, has a strong balance sheet with net cash and is 

trading at significant discount to comparable peers. We also like exposure to Japanese 

market, where we have seen recent pick-up of investor interest (such as Sony Corp 

investment case). We believe Japan serves as a good hedge against current macro environment, as many 

companies in Japan are rather overcapitalized and managed prudently. With respect to valuation, we believe 

shares are worth at least double from current price with possibility to become multi-bagger in coming years. 

We also welcomed changes in management and corporate governance couple of years ago, which showed to 

market a clear focus on growth and transform the business. 

JAN MAŇÁK – BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CZECH REPUBLIC, POLAND 

AND SLOVAKIA, BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT 

One of our largest holdings in the BNP Paribas Global Equity portfolio as of the end of 

January 2021 is Alibaba (Bloomberg ticker: BABA US). Alibaba Group Holding Limited, 

through its subsidiaries, operates as an online and mobile commerce company in the 

People's Republic of China and internationally. The company operates in four segments: 

Core Commerce, Cloud Computing, Digital Media/Entertainment, and Innovation 

Initiatives/Others. The core China e-Commerce business is highly profitable and growing 

well. The caveat is more competition. However overall margins are depressed by the 

investments being made in Hema, Cainiao, Ele.me, Cloud and entertainment.  The losses 

on some of these segments are getting smaller as they are key, in our opinion, to the 

Alibaba ecosystem. There is also a lot of scope for upside and scope for the company to expand in Asia. Outlook 

– In our opinion, Alibaba remains the fastest growing megacap in terms of the estimated revenue growth for 
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the next 5-year period. Middle class population in China is estimated to grow to over 800 million by 2030 from 

300 million today. Tier 3 cities and below have 40% internet penetration vs 80-90% at Tier 1&2 cities. Core 

Commerce EBITA $30bn vs EBITA losses in the company’s 4 other divisions. But we think these losses won't last 

forever. How big will the Chinese Cloud market be in 5 and 10 years-time ? We shall have to wait and see but 

prospects are good. 

TOMÁŠ PFEILER, CFA – PORTFOLIO MANAGER, CYRRUS 

Citigroup (Bloomberg ticker: C US). I purchased Citi after significant post-earnings drop and 

I still remain bullish. The fundamentals of US banks have proved surprisingly resilient. 

Banks embarked on reserve releases in 4Q20, much sooner than analysts anticipated. 

Record corporate debt issuance means that investment banking business remains buoyant. 

Steeper US yield curve is translating into higher net interest margin. Dearth of front-end 

issuance means that we will probably see further steepening. Given that most of reserves 

were created against the unfavourable macroeconomic backdrop, we might expect further 

releases as the economic recovery in the US gains traction. I believe Citi still offers an 

upside potential of around 10 %. The biggest short-term risk would be if the Fed abruptly 

changes its mind and no longer tolerates higher long-end yields. However, such a scenario is quite unlikely. 

JAKUB SKRYJA – PORTFOLIO MANAGER OF VAULT OPF, 

ART OF FINANCE INVESTIČNÍ SPOLEČNOST 

One of VAULT OPF’s largest portfolio holdings is IAC (Bloomberg ticker: IAC US). IAC 

is basically an incubator for various online platform businesses. Once the business is 

self-sufficient, the common strategy is to spin it off into an independently listed 

company. Last year, IAC spun-off a well-known company Match Group (owner of the 

social app Tinder). Main IAC portfolio holdings are 85% stake in ANGI Homeservices, 

88% stake in Vimeo and 12% stake in MGM International. ANGI is a two-sided online 

platform that connects US households with home improvement service providers. 

Online penetration within this sector is still very low. ANGI has the highest market 

share among online platforms. We believe that once the network effect improves, 

the growth and profitability of the platform will increase significantly. Vimeo is currently the crown jewel of 

IAC. It is a B2B video platform where video creators can edit and share their content among various online 

channels. Partially due to Covid, its growth accelerated above 50% and IAC recently decided to spin Vimeo off 

as it is already self-sufficient. Spin-off is expected in 2Q2021. IAC also holds a couple of smaller companies in 

various stages of development like DotDash, Care.com, Turo or Mosaic Group which all represent interesting 

business options if realized in the future. 

ONDŘEJ KOŇÁK – PORTFOLIO MANAGER, PARTNERS 

Well, when looking around, Covid has delivered a lot of investment opportunities. As I am managing the fund 

focused on traditional business, my bet for this year is very traditional as well. UK as such has always been very 

traditional with eight out of ten people in UK saying that they value traditions, implying the third highest 
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proportion behind China and Russia. Traditional business has been hit the most and is 

going to recover strongly once covid gets under control. UK equities has been very 

depressed not only because of Covid but also because of long lasting brexit discussions. 

The faster the country returns to normal life, the better the performance of its equity 

market is going to be. UK has already vaccinated more than quarter of its population, one 

of the highest ratio globally. This combined with very attractive valuations and post Brexit 

UK bonanza generate very promising coctail not tightened by plenty of useless European 

regulations. Hence UK GBP denominated is the best pick for me for this year. Among UK 

equities, I would highlight Vodafone (Bloomberg ticker: VOD LN). Well diversified leader 

with robust financials, increasing value of infrastructure assets and resilient dividend, representing a promising 

long term upside potential. 

MARTIN PAVLÍK – PORTFOLIO MANAGER, CONSEQ INVEST NEW 

EUROPE EQUITY FUND, CONSEQ INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 

I see a decent potential in the Slovenian bank Nova Ljublanska banka, traded on the local 

stock exchange in Slovenia or as the GDR in London (Bloomberg ticker: NLBR SV, NLB LI). 

At the end of last year, NLB signed the acquisition of the Serbian Komercijalna Banka, 

confirming its strong TOP3 position in each country in which it operates (Slovenia, Serbia, 

Macedonia, Kosovo, Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina). Progressive management 

has high ambitions for organic growth and other acquisitions in the region of South-

Eastern Europe. NLB is now trading at very interesting levels both for the past year (P/E 

7.3; P/B 0.6; ROE 8%) and especially for 2022, when it targets profit growth of more than 

40%. Consolidation of the purchased Komercijalne banka, the decline in the CoR (cost-of-

risk), the reduction of costs and, through digitization, the growth of revenues are to contribute to this. Last but 

not least, I would mention a solid dividend policy of distribution of over 70% of net profit, which would 

represent a dividend yield exceeding 10% for next year's profit. 

MATÚŠ STRÁŽNICKÝ – INVESTOR 

My top pick is ChannelAdvisor (Bloomberg ticker: ECOM US) – a SaaS business 

providing e-commerce channel management toolkit. The company offers solutions 

for brands and retailers to distribute their products via online marketplaces, 

comparison shopping sites, and search engines. Their competence is between the 

shop/marketplace and the operation cycle of a retailer. They focus on organic growth 

with FY20 USD145m revenues (5Y CAGR of 7.6%) and did a bolt-on acquisition in 

2020 (USD9m). They are a small-cap with capitalization of up to USD700m. As in the 

popular SaaS industry, they have a valuation of P/E 24 (non-GAAP) and P/S 4.6. In 

FY20 ECOM reached EBITDA of USD25.6m and EPS of USD0.66. FY2020 ended up with 

a solid cash pillow of USD71.5m and low debt of USD10m. The closest peer American 

Software is at P/E 69 and P/S 6 with 33% lower revenues. For 1Q2021 they expect revenues in range of USD37-

38m (+15% YoY) and adjusted EBITDA of approximately USD7.1m (+9.2% YoY). In 2020 the company benefited 

from the pandemic enabled shift-to-online. If they succeed to maintain the business momentum, the title 

provides a combination of solid sustainable growth, a profitable business model, and a robust balance sheet. 
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PAVEL KOPEČEK  – PORTFOLIO MANAGER, ČSOB ASSET MANAGEMENT 

There are several major themes we invest to in our portfolios and it is always difficult to 

pick only one name. However, if I had to, I would choose Volkswagen (Bloomberg 

ticker: VOW GY, VOW3 GY). The company is in the process of changing from a low 

margin car company into a higher margin consumer electronic producer. Its financial 

resources are vast and the company’s ability to execute is excellent. The whole industry 

is changing, competition landscape and barriers of entry will change. Valuation of the 

company is quite low, not reflecting expected shifts. Market seems skeptical towards 

traditional car manufacturers and for the time being rewards new dynamic entrants 

with cash flow constraints. It sounds like an opportunity, doesn’t it? 

 

MICHAL SEMOTAN – PORTFOLIO MANAGER, 

J&T INVESTIČNÍ SPOLEČNOST  

Vienna airport (Bloomberg ticker: FLU AV) is one of the most important air traffic hubs 

in Central and Eastern Europe and is quoted on Vienna Stock Exchange. Passenger air 

traffic was strongly hit by the Covid-19 pandemic, and we saw a decline of -92% in the 

number of passengers in Vienna for February 2021 versus 2020. On the other hand, 

cargo traffic was down by only -10% since the last year. Because of these low numbers, 

an opportunity has arisen in buying the shares of Flughafen Wien. We believe in a 

better second half of the year, because vaccination against Covid-19 is in progress now. 

40% of residents in Austria want to go for a summer holiday by plane, and we believe it 

will be possible! Total revenue of Flughafen Wien dropped to 334m EUR (2019 857m), 

net profit was -76m EUR (2019 +175m), but EBITDA was still in black at 54m EUR. The 

outlook for 2021 are rising sales around +430m EUR, EBITDA +150m and a net debt 100m EUR. As the number 

of vaccinated people in Europe will rise, the passenger count will go up as well! The price of Flughafen Wien is 

almost flat YTD, as more investors see the current price as an opportunity for a turnaround in this sector, as do 

we! 

JAROSLAV ŠURA – INVESTOR 

Pilulka (Bloomberg ticker: PINK CP) is a major part of my portfolio. Pilulka is a small 

fast-growing Czech company from e-commerce, which has not yet been discovered by 

big players. This can change with the announced transition to the main floor of the 

Prague Stock Exchange. It is led by Petr and Martin Kasa, who have extensive 

experience from previous mostly IT businesses. Pilulka represents the new economy 

on the Prague Stock Exchange. It focuses not only on the sale of medicines, but on all 

products that relate to the health of body and soul. The number of items on the 

website significantly exceeded 40,000 and its advantage is also the own 

transportation. The company operates in a very competitive market, but what is 

significant, in a very strongly growing market, which will strengthen sharply for at 

least a few more years, as evidenced by the strong dynamics of sales growth. It will have a positive EBITDA this 
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year and a positive net profit next year. The comparison of Pilulka’s market value to the German Shop 

Apotheke Europe (UAE) and the Swiss Zur Rose Group (ROSE) with their revenues testifies to the great 

undervaluation of the company. Pilulka is priced at P/S 1.7, while SAE P/S is 3.4 and ROSE P/S is 3. I believe that 

such a large difference in the market valuation of these companies is not very justified and that the discount 

will decrease. Management's autumn forecast for revenues in 2024 counted on a number of over CZK 4 billion. 

Given the growth of online sales by about 50% year on year and to exceed the outlook for 2020, I would 

estimate the figures at CZK 5 billion. Which, given the conservative market valuation of P/S at 2, would give the 

share price at the level of approximately CZK 4,000. The mentioned numbers apply to simple organic growth, 

however they may change even more significantly with a possible acquisition. 
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